
Assembly recommendation:

1. Find the appropriate positions on the swim platform for the
snap davit mounts and on the inflatable boat for the pads by
measuring and trying. If necessary, mark the positions.

2. Slightly roughen the adhesive surface of the pads with fine
sandpaper. The adhesive surfaces of hypalon/rubber boats
should also be lightly and carefully roughened. PVC boats do
not (!) need to be roughened. Then both sides (pads and
dinghy) must be thoroughly cleaned with the cleaner.

3. Combine the required amount of base (adhesive) with 10%
hardener (activator) for one application and mix it well.

4. Spread the mixture evenly on both parts, leave to dry for 20 minutes and spread a
mixture again.

5. It is recommended to deflate the inflatable before attaching the pads. After 
another 10 minutes, heat both sides (pads and dinghy) slightly with warm air or 
infrared light, join the parts together and press carefully, if necessary weigh them 
down slightly.

6. Dried and ready to use after 72 hours.

7. After the gluing process, the metal brackets still have to be inserted into the pads. 
If necessary, this can also be done before the entire gluing process. To do this, 
thread the metal safety wires over the ends of the metal bracket at one end, slide 
the brackets into the openings provided on the pads (if necessary, lubricate them 
lightly) and insert and close the safety pins at the ends that are then protruding from
below.

8. The Snap Davit Brackets should be greased regularly through the small, round 
opening on the spring to ensure long service life.
 
Attention:
Due to the different fabric mixtures in inflatable boats, we cannot assume any liability for the 
strength and compatibility of the cleaner and adhesive. The user / end user is responsible for 
checking the compatibility and for the correct installation. Please take also note of the current 
processing instructions and instructions from the adhesive and cleaner manufacturer for the 
gluing process that are enclosed with the adhesive. These are binding.

Scope of delivery bracket:
2x stainless steel inflatable boat bracket
2x stainless steel brackets with safety wire
2x PVC handle
2x screw set for attachment

Scope of delivery adhesive set:
1x Adeco cleaner
1x Adeco glue
1x activator/hardener


